
 
GWRRA CHAPTER FL2-F, GULF COAST WINGS  

PUNTA GORDA, FL   

FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY AND KNOWLEDGE  

Dec 7, 2016 

SHOW YOUR COLORS!!  A lot of the old FL2-F crew are starting to roll into sunny 

Florida for the riding season.  Our rides have been great, the food good and the old 

friendships are being renewed.  When I’m riding in two groups of six bikes, our chapter 

is pretty impressive in disciplined formation flying down roads off the beaten path.  

Nothing looks better on the road or at a stop when we all are wearing our colors and 

sporting Royal Blue with the Gold silk-screening.  Chapter Gear is available and 

affordable.  I’m proud of my Chapter and wearing colors is the way we express our 

fellowship, unity and pride.  Contact Brad Mohr for any FL2-F gear at 571-527-8901 or 

mohr.bradley@gmail.com  

CHAPTER CHRISTMAS PARTY:   The Chapter Christmas Party will be held at 

5PM, Sunday evening  December 18  at  the Olympia Restaurant 3245 Tamiami 

Trail, Port Charlotte. Normal menu will be the service. Each person coming to 

the Christmas Party should bring a wrapped gift for the Yankee Gift Exchange/ 

Swap. Mark the gift as appropriate for male or female.  Please do not spend 

more than $25 on each gift. Also, please do not make the gifts “White 

Elephants”.    

 CHAPTER PARTICIPATION BENEFITS: Whenever you attend a Chapter Ride, 
Function, or Event be sure to collect your Participation Ticket from the Event Leader. 
Keep your tickets until the next Chapter Gathering. The Participation Tickets stubs will 
be gathered at the Chapter Gathering and a winner will be drawn. The winner will 
receive a prize. 
 
CHAPTER SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HATS ETC. We have a new  supplier for our shirts and 
gear. We can get a much larger array of  cool gear now including sweatshirts. Contact 
Brad Mohr for pricing or to make an order.  
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Our Photographer, Robert 

 

 
Ride to Olympic Restaurant in Avon Park 12/3/16, Thanks Robert! 



CHECK OUT THE PHOTOS:  Check out these and other great photos on the web site 
gwrra-fl2-f.org.  Have a look at the Photo Gallery. By the way if you have snapped a few 
photos of some or all of our activities please feel free to email them to 
glen.disbrow@gmail.com and I will get them in the newsletter and on the web site. 
 
 
MAGAZINE RECRUITMENT HELP  by Brad Mohr 
GWRRA has been sending me copies of “WingWorld” magazine for recruitment 
purposes.  I have been affixing my GWRRA business card to each magazine and leaving 
a few copies when I visit a physician, dentist, optometrist or other medical facility.  
Bikers rarely find motorcycle magazines in these offices and any rider would rather 
read WingWorld rather than Good Housekeeping.  I’ll have magazines at the Chapter 
Gathering on 10 December and am asking your help in taking a few and leaving at least 
one when you have an appointment.  Your help can really make a difference in growing 
our Chapter and providing greater riding opportunities for all of us. 
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ANNUAL FLORIDA DISTRICT RALLY  VENUE CHANGE:   Due to circumstances 
beyond our control, there will be a change in venue for the District Rally in March. 
 

The 38th Annual Florida District Gathering of the Wings, A Tropical Paradise themed 
rally, will still be March 23-25th, 2017. 
 

o   It is our goal to confirm a new venue prior to the Chapter Conference.   

o   Continue to send your reservation forms to Geno and Kathie Jette. 

o   For those of you receiving emails stating your reservations have been moved to 

another location for our March rally, CANCEL your hotel reservations.  

o   We will inform folks as soon as we have a new hotel. 
 

         Dates for both Chapter Conference in January and March Rally remain the same 
and should there be any changes to the information above, we will inform you as 
quick as we know differently. 

  

We will keep you posted as information becomes available. Note: There will be no 
change in the District Chapter Conference scheduled for January 7 & 8. 
 
DISTRICT CHAPTER CONFERENCE:  Will be Jan 7-8, 2017 at International 

Palms Resort in Orland. We will be coordinating a ride for all who want to 

attend. We ask that Chapter Team Members please attend, if possible. 

 

Call 407-351-3500 to book your hotel reservations.   

  Hit 0 to talk directly to hotel.   

  Rate is $72 per night.  Resort fee waived.  
  Breakfast vouchers for pre-purchase at $10 including service charge and tax. 
 

 

 

tel:(407)%20351-3500


Ladies & Gentlemen,  
You’re invited to the 3rd annual WINGERS-N-WAVES event at sea. The event will 
depart January 22, 2017 on Royal Caribbean’s Oasis of the Seas 7 nights of WOW! “We 
are pleased that Region A is a sponsor of WINGERS-N-WAVES” said Jim Jackson 
GWRRA Region A Director.  The Wingers cruise departs Port Canaveral, Florida and 
sails to St. Thomas, St. Maarten & Nassau (largest ship in the world at 225,000 
tons). WINGERS-N-WAVES is the largest Wingers cruise event at sea in the country. 
  
There is a special rate from $760.08 per person that includes all port taxes! Please 
visit www.wingersnwaves.com  for full event details and to reserve your 
cabin.  (LIMITED SPACE – CALL 386-299-7535 TODAY) 
  
Please see the event info. this month in WING WORLD Magazine. Check out 
WINGERS-N-WAVES ALASKA & EUROPE 2017! 

Hope you will join the FUN! 
Family & Friends can join at the special group rate! Call 386-299-7535 
FULL CRUISE EVENT DETAILS: www.wingersnwaves.com 
 

HOW TO IMPROVE EMERGENCY BRAKING 
Emergency braking causes more confusion and trepidation for riders than 
anything else. 
 

How hard can I brake? 
Will the front wheel lock? 
Will I go over the handlebars? 
How far can I lean over on the brakes? 

 

As a motorcycle instructor I am continually amazed at how many of our students, who 
have generally had some training and are licensed, come to us with inadequate 
emergency braking skills. 

It’s super important to understand and regularly practice emergency braking on your 
bike. Normally I recommend a quiet carpark with a slight up hill 

Maximum grip 

To understand braking we must first understand grip. The main contributor to grip is 
the weight or load on each tire. The ratio between the maximum possible grip and the 
vertical load is called the co-efficient of friction. 

Slide an eraser across your kitchen table. Now try the same thing pushing down hard 
on the eraser. 
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This same thing happens when you brake on a motorcycle. The bike pitches forward 
transferring weight on to the front wheel, increasing front tire grip. More so with sports 
bikes, tall with short wheelbase compared to cruisers, which are long and low. 

Also consider the significant increase in grip experienced as the front tire contact patch 
pressure multiplies due to the load transfer when braking. 

To understand this, simply push a tire with your hand and see how it flattens out. This 
is happening between the tire and the road as weight transfers to the front tire, 
increasing the contact patch and grip as you brake. 

Also, as the brake is applied, torque is transferred through the wheel to the tyre contact 
patch, which creates a horizontal force at the road surface. The road pushes back on the 
tire and equally the tire pushes forward on the road. You can thank Newton for this 
mechanical grip; as for each force there is an equal and opposing force. 

Front or rear or both 

On a motorcycle, the major braking power comes from the front. Consider how much 
power the rear brake contributes to a sports bike when the rear wheel can be in the air. 
Zero. 

Other bikes like cruisers don’t pitch as much on the brakes and the rear wheel will not 
come off the ground. Thus the rear brake has some braking performance. However, the 
lion’s share remains with the front brake. 

The majority of students will lock the rear brake in initial emergency braking drills. 
This can put the machine out of control and the rider will be required to regulate the 
rear brake to regain control. Why bother with the rear brake if it’s easy to lock up and 
contributes little braking performance? 

It depends on your bike. Good training and practice is the best way to understand your 
braking performance, your own reaction times and improve your skill. 

Shifting 

Obviously in an emergency the primary goal is to stop as quickly as possible. However 
what about the distracted car driver behind texting on their phone? Make sure when 
you have stopped that you are in first gear and ready to get out of the way of any four-
wheeled chaos that might come your way. 

Engine braking 

Nothing will slow you down faster than the front brake. Make sure you get the clutch in 
nice and early. Another good reason for whipping the clutch in is the tendency to keep 



the throttle on in a state of panic. I regularly reassure guilty students that as long as the 
clutch is disengaged this doesn’t matter as the bike will not drive forward. 

Trail braking 

Trail braking is a technique which is generally reserved for racers, used to slow the bike 
as quickly as possible from one speed (on the straight) to another (corner apex speed). 

In applying this technique, a racer will approach a turn and at their braking marker 
apply full braking force, normally with the bike being upright. As they begin to turn in, 
they reduce brake pressure, easing off the brakes, decreasing or trailing the brake lever 
force as the bike lean angle increases until they get to the apex when they release the 
brake and apply the throttle. 

Sounds easy enough in theory, but proper execution is complicated because it comes 
down to feel and remember these guys are doing this seamlessly, every lap on the limit! 
Trail braking is a handy skill to have and can be useful on the road in an emergency. 
Get training before you try this one. 

Braking and turning 

When emergency braking, you are asking a lot from the front tire. If you need to 
swerve, best to get off the brakes and on them again. Again this is a highly skilled 
maneuver. Seek training and practice hard. 

Ergonomics 

I have seen plenty of examples of the front brake lever not properly adjusted or simply 
too far away from the rider’s hands. This means the rider has to stretch to reach the 
lever delaying the braking process. This is especially important for women who 
generally have smaller hands. Make sure your front brake lever is in the ideal position.  

Road surface 

Other factors such as road surface characteristics and other elements between the road 
and the tire such as water, gravel and oil play an important part in braking efficiency. 
In the real world it’s a big ask to emergency brake on these surfaces. Experience, skill 
or ABS will define your outcome. Improve the first two with training.  

Anti-lock brakes 

It’s questionable whether anti-lock brakes can out-perform a skilled rider. However on 
the road, with the unknowns in grip levels, anti-lock brakes are simply one of the best 
safety additions for riding a motorcycle.  

 



Real world 

In the real world you don’t know when you will need to emergency brake. 

Thus, your total stopping distance will include a couple of extra elements such as 
perception and reaction times. 

Perception time is the time taken to realize you need to react to a potential hazard. 
Reaction time equates to the distance travelled from the time you become aware of a 
hazard until you apply the brakes. 

Perception and reaction times can vary with age and are typically 1-2 seconds. 

Higher speed equals more distance travelled. At 100km/h, one second equates to 
nearly 30 meters! That’s almost 60m before you even start braking. 

Tips for braking 

It’s possible to lock the front tire by grabbing the brake lever too quickly, before the 
bike has had time to pitch. 

So first get off the throttle and initiate braking; this causes the bike to pitch 
transferring weight and grip to the front tyre. Then squeeze the front lever 
progressively until you come to a stop. At the same time you will whip in the clutch, 
tapping down the gears until you are in first gear ready to escape from following four-
wheel hazards, all this while applying light pressure on the rear brake. 

It’s best to practice using the front brake and clutch to begin with, then introduce the 
rear brake and downshifts. 

Emergency braking is a must-have skill that motorcyclists should regularly practice.  

By Mark Hinchliffe  

 



 

CHAPTER GATHERING: 

Our next Chapter Gathering 

will be held at the Olympia 

Restaurant 3245 Tamiami 

Trail, Port Charlotte.  Saturday 

Dec 10. Breakfast will be at 

8am. There will be a SHORT 

update meeting at 9AM with a 

ride to follow. 

     RIDE SAFE- RIDE AWARE          

 

 

WINGTOBERFEST UPDATE: Good news!  We have secured a new date 

at John Stretch Park for our Rally!  It will now be Wingtoberfest in February 
on Saturday February 18th, 2017!  Please put the date on your calendars 
right away!  Everything will be the same except no hurricanes and a better 
chance our part time residents will be here to share in all the FUN! 

WING DING 39:  Wing Ding 39  will be held in Grapevine, Texas Aug 27 to Sep 2, 2017. 
Go to wing-ding.org/39 for more information. 
 

CHAPTER TEAM MEETING:  There will be a Chapter Team meeting Thurs Dec 8 at 7 
PM at Glen’s house 1435 Salyers St in Port Charlotte.  This meeting is primarily for 
Chapter Team members, but all are welcome to attend. 
 
FORT MYERS OPEN RIDES: Tuesday Mornings are FL-G  Open Rides. 

Everyone is welcome.   Meet in the parking lot on the north side of McDonald's, 

13741 North Cleveland Ave., North Fort Myers at 9 am. 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 

 
2002 Honda GL1800 Goldwing, 60,000 miles, color is Pearl Sunburst Orange, highly 
noticeable amount heavy traffic. It's equipped with the best suspension on the market 
"TRAXXION DYNAMICS" both front forks and rear shock. Steering head bearings and 
front wheel bearings have been replaced with "All Balls" pin bearings to eliminate the 
Goldwing front end wobble. LED lighting on front fairing and rear saddle bags 
including "Hyper-Lites" and "Skene Design Intelligent Light" rear light bar. You will be 
noticed on this bike day and night. New Bridgestone rear tire, front tire 3/32 above 
wear bar, running Dyna-Beads on both tires for continuous balancing. All fluids 
flushed and replaced around 58,000 miles, maintenance receipts available. Custom 
orange alligator and brown leather touring seat, one of a kind and comfortable. Many 
chrome items, some original that should be replaced other need some good elbow 
grease to bring back their luster. Included with bike is the J&S Floor Jack, Titan-
Bulldog Wheel Choke, battery tender, expandable rear travel pack, ride-off center 
stand, blue tooth headsets, an extra seat by Corbin and many other items. Come see it 
to believe the outstanding condition of this 2002 Goldwing. You can reach me by 
email: stanleynwesley@comcast.net, phone or text: 941-214-0345. Asking price 
$13,500 
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 OPEN ROAD OUTFITTERS

 
 

GUESTS:  Guests are welcome on our rides and events, we encourage that. How 
else could you decide if you want to continue to participate?  You can join by contacting 
me, printing out the form on the website and mailing it in or going to www.gwrra.org.  
You don’t have to own a Gold Wing to belong.   
 
CHANGES TO WEEKLY RIDES:  Changes to the weekly rides may happen 

from time to time due to a great number of different factors. Check the website 

for the most up to date information 

CONTACT INFO: Your Chapter Directors are Glen & Edee Disbrow. Email is 

glen.disbrow@gmail.com and  phone is 206-396-0848.  My address is PO Box 

380571 Murdock, Fl 33938.   

You are receiving this email because you have expressed interest in receiving information from and 

about GWRRA Chapter FL2-F Gulf Coast Wings. If you wish to be removed from the email list send 

an email to glen.disbrow@gmail.com and write “Remove Me” in the subject line and I will remove 

your name from the email list. Your email address is used only for Chapter business and is not given 

to anyone else for any reason 

http://www.gwrra.org/
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DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SELL?:  Have a spare Gold Wing 
laying around the garage you’d like to get rid of ?? or maybe parts, accessories, clothing 
or whatever. (?)   Take some pics, write up a description and what you want for it. We 
will get it in the newsletter for you and we can also get it on our website, if you would 
like. Just send the info to my email glen.disbrow@gmail.com 

 

 

 

WHATS GOING ON.  

Come on your bike, come on your trike, come in your car.. we don’t 

care- just be there! 

Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday  Dec 7: -Ride to Solomon’s Castle in Ona.  We will meet 
behind the McDonalds parking lot at the Peachland Promenade Shopping Center 24133 
Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Meet at 9:30 AM Ride leaves at 10 AM.  
 
Chapter Team Meeting: *Thursday Dec 8*:  7:00PM at 1435 Salyers St. Port Charlotte. 
All are welcome to attend.  
 
Chapter Gathering: * Saturday Dec 10*  at Olympia Restaurant 3245 Tamiami in Port 
Charlotte. Social Breakfast starting at 8 AM. Short General update type meeting at 9  
A.M. Ride to follow. All are welcome. 
 
Saturday After Meeting Ride. *Saturday Dec 10* - Ride to Snooks Haven in Venice.  We 
will meet in the parking lot of the Olympia Restaurant after the Chapter Gathering. 
 
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday  Dec 14* -Ride to Nicolas in Wauchula.  We will meet 
behind the McDonalds parking lot at the Peachland Promenade Shopping Center 24133 
Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Meet at 9:30 AM Ride leaves at 10 AM. 
 
Saturday Ride. *Saturday Dec 17* - Ride to Amigo’s  in LaBelle.  We will meet behind 
the McDonalds parking lot at the Peachland Promenade Shopping Center 24133 
Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Meet at 9:30 AM Ride leaves at 10 AM. 
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